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TCP Hair Systems
UK's Leading Hair System Specialist. From £179!
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Consultation

Book a completely free and confidential consultation with our hair loss specialists.


Book FREE consultation

Exercise


Sleep


Shower


Swim









Live your life to the fullest and with confidence. You can do everything you could do as if it was real hair.


See how it works








100%

We offer a 100% money back guarantee

Learn about our Guarantee
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Highest Quality Human Hair


Ultra Realistic Hairline


Takes Just 2 Hours









From our hair systems to our service, we offer only the highest standards.


How the service works
8 Salons

We have 8 salons located across the UK, Germany and the USA with more to come.


See salon locations


3700
+


We have helped over 3700 clients regain their confidence

See before & after
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Explore

Non surgical hair replacement system for men and women in London & UK | Total Cover Plus

We understand
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Hair Loss. 
Around 50% of hair loss sufferers start losing their hair in their early 20s, which is a time when a lot of people feel much too young to go bald. Hair loss can be devastating. Whether it is male pattern baldness, alopecia totalis, thinning hair in general or hair loss after cancer treatment – all these conditions have one thing in common: they make the sufferer feel uncomfortable, unwell and less confident.

A lot of young men and women struggle with the fact that they are losing their hair. In their helplessness they try a whole range of supposed solutions, such as hair fibres, hair transplants, laser therapy, medication and many other things. To the surprise of many people these options do not achieve a full head of hair in most cases. This leaves them feeling even more dejected.
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There Is Hope. 
Toupees and wigs, in contrast, provide a full head of hair but do not look natural or realistic and are often quite uncomfortable. At Total Cover Plus, our experienced stylists will style your new hair system in any style you want, with our premium hair replacement system in London and the UK.

Being full of hope, most hair loss sufferers are willing to try almost anything on their quest for the perfect solution. This hope is being abused by many companies on the market and hence puts a lot of people in a difficult position. That's why at Total Cover Plus we only offer the highest quality hair replacement systems in London & UK which are fitted and styled by industry professionals.







How we can help
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We Are Different. 
We want to change the industry and create complete transparency to ensure that customers can fully understand all positive and negative sides of every hair loss solution that is available on the market. This works because we share our knowledge. As a customer, it is important that you can make an informed decision to choose what is best for you. And we know that the facts speak for themselves: Total Cover Plus hair systems in London & UK are the best.
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Our Superior Product and Service.
 Total Cover Plus was founded by hair loss sufferers for hair loss sufferers. We were fed up with the tricks that were played on us by so many companies: solutions that didn’t work, horrible side effects and painful surgery. It was all very expensive and didn’t work, so we decided to do everything differently.

With more than 20 years of experience in the hair replacement sector, we have created an honest revolution in hair replacement. We have a technologically advanced hair system that is specifically designed to suit your life and to give you a full head of real hair.







Why choose us?
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What We Believe. 
 We wanted to make sure that hair replacement is accessible for everybody, no matter where you live. With a constantly growing network of salons all over the UK, Total Cover Plus is an affordable and convenient solution for men and women suffering from hair loss.

We want to stand out in a positive way. So, unlike other companies, we will never ask you to sign a contract that ties you in. You have complete freedom over when and where you will get your hair system. We believe that only if you actively choose to return to us as a customer, we know that we have done a great job and you are happy. Hair replacement is about happiness and it is important that you come to us because you love what we do. We want to make you happy and we want you to experience the same positive effect that the founders of Total Cover Plus and thousands of customers experience every day.
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Get In Touch. 
In order to know if our Total Cover Plus hair replacement system in London and UK is right for you get in touch with one of the salons to book a free consultation during which you can find exactly how it works and we can find out what we can do for you. You can also call the customer service line on 0800 689 00 77 and ask all of the questions that you can think of. We also provide advice via email through our contact page. We will answer all of your questions to make sure you understand all the ins and outs of hair loss and hair replacement. This way you can be sure and make an informed decision. 

Total Cover Plus hair systems in London & UK recreates nature through technology with hair systems that imitate natural hair growth so perfectly that even professionals in the hair industry can’t tell the difference. This is the reassurance that you need when going for hair replacement.







About our hair system
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Our Patented Product. 
We set out to create a hair system that looks like your hair and that feels like your hair. This is the only way it can allow a person with hair loss issues to live normally with hair again. We redesigned the concept of hair systems from scratch: Only tested products and NO harmful side effects. Made from the highest quality hair available. A breathable artificial base skin that is so thin that it virtually becomes one with you. Materials so fine that they can’t even be felt.

The unique Total Cover Plus hair system in London & UK is made from a breathable, micro-thin artificial skin (0.03mm), in which we have implanted the highest grade of human hair. The entire system is gently bonded to the bald area of the scalp for up to 7 weeks. Then it is cut and styled exactly the way you want. The front hairline is invisible.

The artificial AirActive skin is the base of our hair system. It is completely unique and not produced by any other company. The bio-engineered AirActive skin is designed to imitate the epidermis, the top layer of the human skin. At an incredible 0.03mm it is micro-thin and just as elastic as real skin. This allows the hair system to breathe and become one with you. Each hair looks as if it has grown out of the artificial skin and it gives you the effortless look of natural hair. It looks as if it was your own hair.
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Truly Revolutionary. 
You live with it normally, just as if it was your own hair (which it now is). You can sleep, shower and play sports in it and we can give you virtually any hair style you like. We only use proven products. Why is our product so unique? It’s simple: No painful surgery. No toupees or wigs. No drugs or lotions. No side effects.

The feather-light AirActive skin based system is the world’s most advanced hair replacement product. It is the latest and the best in non-surgical hair loss treatment. It’s easy to use, completely affordable and used by thousands of delighted customers across the UK and Europe. In cooperation with the best stylists, Total Cover Plus brings a new hair replacement method to the UK in salons across the country: London, Birmingham, Brighton, Liverpool, Guildford, Watford, Manchester, Essex, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Durham, Darlington, Stratford-Upon-Avon, Leeds.
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Increase the longevity of your hair system by following the tips in our handy hair system maintenance guide. Download it for free today.
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Questions?

Find all the answers in our comprehensive FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions
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Our Prices

You can choose between our pay as you go or subsciption price plans.


See Prices
Consultation

Book a completely free and confidential consultation.


Book FREE consultation
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